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International Trade

OMEGA Foundry Machinery Ltd. Optos plc
bonded sand foundries as individual
items or complete turnkey plants.
OMEGA FOUNDRY
MACHINERY LTD.
8-9 Stapledon Road, Orton Southgate
Peterborough PE2 6TB. U.K.
Tel +44 1733 232231
Fax +44 1733 237012
A recent
sales@ofml.net
foundry installation
www.ofml.net
in the Middle East

Optos' platform technology is the
Panoramic200 Scanning Laser
Ophthalmoscope device – known as
the P200. In a quarter of a second
this produces a high resolution
image of up to 200 degrees or
approximately 82 percent of the
retina in a single capture.
The image – branded the
optomap® Retinal Exam – provides
eye care practitioners with clinically
useful information that facilitates
the early detection of disorders and
diseases evidenced in the retina, such
as glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy
and age-related macular degeneration. Retinal imaging can also
indicate evidence of non-eye or
systemic diseases such as diabetes,
hypertension and certain cancers.
Optos’ technology provides an
unequalled combination of widefield retinal imaging, speed and
convenience, and can help save
sight and save lives.

Optos is winning the Award for
the first time for increasing exports
by 137% in three years, to approximately £36 million in 2006. Over
2,500 devices have been installed in
its core US market, as well as in
Canada, Germany and the UK, and
the Company is assessing further
expansion in Europe and Asia.
OPTOS PLC
Queensferry House
Carnegie Business Campus
Dunfermline, Scotland
KY11 8GR UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1383 843 300
Fax: +44 (0) 1383 843 333
info@optos.com
www.optos.com

Portpack UK Limited
Portpack UK Limited possess a
wealth of applications knowledge
and design experience in the field
of containerised mobile bagging
systems and fixed plant. We handle
free flowing fertilizers, food grains,
and similar bulk shipped ‘dry’
materials in some of the most
arduous conditions in the World.

Our equipment has been
supplied to Angola, Djibouti,
Eritrea, Haiti, Jordan, Kenya,
Mauritania, Morocco, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Romania, Saudi Arabia,
Sri Lanka, Syria, Tanzania,
Venezuela, and Yugosalvia.

Portpack equipment
is built in Nottingham,
United Kingdom to high
engineering standards,
by a team of engineers
fully conversant with
the product since its
conception. The equipment incorporates many
unique
features as
a result of feedback
from our customers
and the market all of
which combine to
maximise output and
efficiency.
Our equipment is
technically advanced and can
produce 25, 50 and 100Kg open
mouth bags and 500, 1000 and
1500Kg big bags. The majority of
our equipment is constructed from
Stainless Steel and assembled at
our own facilities.

Portpack offer competitive prices
and realistic deliveries. Our
customer commitment is total, in
addition to the supply of new units,
we provide spare parts support
and our own Engineers to erect
and commission equipment.
Mobile Bagging
The core product of Portpack UK
Limited is the Containerised Mobile
Bagging unit. The basic function of
this unit is to weigh and bag large
quantities of free flowing, dry bulk

materials (grains, granular
fertilizers, etc) unloaded
directly from ships into
the bagging plant
alongside, weighed and
discharged into open
mouthed bags, which are
then stitched and loaded
onto waiting trucks.
As speed of discharge
is important, in terms of
avoiding demurrage charges, we
have designed our equipment to
perform at optimum rates,
between 120 and 140 metric tonnes
per hour from two lines.
PORTPACK UK LIMITED
Unit A2 Enterprise Business Park
Wigwam Lane, Hucknall
Nottinghamshire NG15 7SZ UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1159 680130
Fax: +44 (0) 1159 641926
portpack@portpack.biz
www.portpack.biz
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OMEGA Foundry Machinery Ltd.
of Peterborough produced its first
continuous sand mixer for the
foundry industry in 1959 when it
was a division of the Baker Perkins
group of engineering companies.
Following a management buyout
in 1984 OMEGA became a standalone company and continued to
pursue this market.
The last ten years have seen an
immense growth in output and in
the world markets that are using
OMEGA equipment. To cater for
this growth, OMEGA has recently
doubled the area of its manufacturing facility and offices.
Service engineers are based in key
regions of the world and OMEGA
also has a joint venture company in
the USA that has been in operation
for 5 years and supplies equipment
to North and South America.
OMEGA manufactures all types
of equipment needed for chemically

